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Congratulations, you just upgraded your whiteboard!

Now for the fun stuff, let's get your interactive whiteboard set up and ready to go so you can

transform routine meetings into collaborative work sessions! Here's what you'll need to get started.

What you need to get started...

Projector Software HDMI Cable

What you don't need...

This is not a dry-erase whiteboard surface and is
not compatible with any type of dry erase marker. 

86” Display Size 10 Point Touch Technology

16:10 Aspect Ratio

8ms Response Time

Digital Ink Smart Pen Exclusively Compatible
wtih Windows 10

It's Not Your Average Whiteboard

Infrared/Optical Imaging
Touch Technology

Transform your classroom or conference room into a hub for collaboration and team activities. This innovative

product features interactive elements that enable your team to get engaged like never before.

HDMI Connectivity for Simple
Plug & Play Content

Our interactive whiteboard is available in two versions; wired and wireless. Depending on

your placement and needs, choose the one that works best for you!

How It Works

Wired Connectivity
The wired unit needs to be connected
directly to a laptop via USB and the PC
needs to be connected to the projector
by HDMI cable.

Wireless Connectivity

In addition to the included stylus pen,
users can use the included extension
wand or even their fingers to annotate
over anything on the computer screen.

• Calibration Software Included

Calibrate For Multiple
User Touch Points

The wireless unit requires the PC to be
connected to the wireless stick, which
has both HDMI and USB ports. The board
needs to be connected to the projector
by HDMI cable. Make sure the board is
plugged into a power outlet.

What's Included?

How does the pen work?

1. Wireless HDMI & USB Stick (wireless unit only)
2. Smart Pen Charging Base
3. Retractable Presentation Pointer
4. Pressure Sensitive Smart Pen
5. Wall Mounting Hardware
6. Calibration Software
7. Smart Pen Charging Adapter
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The pen needs to be charged
before 1st-time use.

Note: Charging from 0 to 100
takes up to 1 hour

Plugin the included adapter and place
the pen on the charging base.

After fully charged, the pen can
work at least 7 hours.

Charging:

Pairing:
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If not paired (no light), press the "White
Screen" button and "Play/Exit" at the same
time for 5 seconds to restart the pen.
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Start your PC or whiteboard then check
the pairing status of your smart pen.

Note: The tip will light in blue if the pen
paired successfully.

Press the "Eraser" button to light the tip, the
color will indicate the pairing status.

Imagine The Possibilities

Transform routine meetings into interactive team building sessions to get
your team involved like never before. The 10 touch points promote multi-
user collaboration and allow students and coworkers to interact with the
display simultaneously.

Team Activities

Annotate directly on the screen during presentations or lessons and
write useful notes for your audience.

Pro Tip: Use shortcut settings on the smart pen to easily control when
you're ready for the next slide in your presentation.

Next Level Presentations

Classroom Activities & Training
Captivate students in the classroom by getting them actively engaged
in the lesson.

Pro Tip: Take screenshots of your work by double-tapping the shortcut
key on the smart pen.

Collaborate Like Never Before!

It uses infrared optical technology and supports up to 10-point multi-touch.

How does this interactive whiteboard work?1

Wired Version: Your computer is connected via a USB.
Wireless Version: Your computer is connected via a USB and a HDMI connector.

How do I connect to my computer and projector?2

You can calibrate through Windows Ink, which is included with Windows 10.

How do I calibrate my interactive whiteboard?3

You can use mild soap and water and dry with a clean soft cloth.

How do I clean my interactive whiteboard?4

FAQ

The surface is a powder-coated aluminum composite and is very durable.

What is the surface and is it durable?5

Can I use my interactive whiteboard on multiple
computers or in different rooms?
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Yes. If you have the wireless unit, you must have the transceiver in the line of sight
of the interactive whiteboard

What projector can I use with my interactive whiteboard?7
Any projector will work. You must take into consideration the distance your
projector will be from the interactive whiteboard.

From set up to support, we're here to help.
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